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Cash on Delivery available. Seller FlauntCorps 3.3 Only for plus members Get exciting benefits Free
shipping 40 Explore Description 4 Digit Debug Card Testing With Manual Motherboard. Can be used
to identify whether CPU or motherboard is defective Will help to determine if the memory is faulty 8
LED that can hint whether power supply or importance signal is failing Simple to follow POST Code
table for problem description Drastically reduce troubleshooting time With POST code save function
Ideal for IT enthusiasts. Good READ MORE Kunal Kumar Certified Buyer, Patna Dec, 2017 1 0
Permalink Report Abuse 1 Useless product very bad product. READ MORE Vishal Mane Certified
Buyer, Vasai Virar May, 2018 1 3 Permalink Report Abuse 5 Brilliant Thanks READ MORE Dipak
Sutradhar Certified Buyer, Agartala 3 days ago 0 0 Permalink Report Abuse 4 Good quality product
Worked for my malfunctioning Motherboard READ MORE Manoj Gaonkar Certified Buyer, Sanguem
6 months ago 0 0 Permalink Report Abuse 4 Valueformoney valuables product READ MORE Nibedita
Behera Certified Buyer, Dhenkanal 8 months ago 0 0 Permalink Report Abuse 3 Decent product ok
READ MORE Chinmaya Dash Certified Buyer, Jagatsinghapur District 9 months ago 0 0 Permalink
Report Abuse 5 Terrific works fine. READ MORE Ansuman Parida Certified Buyer, Khordha District
9 months ago 0 0 Permalink Report Abuse 1 Unsatisfactory low quality READ MORE Debdas Mondal
Certified Buyer, Bongaon 9 months ago 0 0 Permalink Report Abuse 3 Decent product board good
but they not given code manual without manual board useless. Post your question Safe and Secure
Payments. Easy returns. 100% Authentic products. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. We don’t share your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and
we don’t sell your information to others. Please try again.No customer signatures are required at the
time of delivery. To pay by cash, place cash on top of the delivery box and step
back.http://ecohost.ru/pics/images/comfort-zone-therapeutic-infrared-heater-manual.xml

4 digit debug card manual, 4 digit debug card manual pdf, 4 digit debug card manual
download, 4 digit debug card manual free, 4 digit debug card manual online.

Order delivery tracking to your doorstep is available.Check your eligibility here Flat 3% BACK for
nonPrime members.Get credit up to 1,00,000. Check eligibility here Sign up for free Show details
Technotech Power Supply Tester 20 or 24 Pin PSU ATX SATA HDD SMPS PC 497.00 In stock. Sold
by Radhey Techno Service and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Please try your search again
later.You can edit your question or post anyway.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use
your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of
this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading.
Amazon calculates a products star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data
average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are
from verified purchasers and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later.
Savio Ferns 4.0 out of 5 stars Kindly note that this product will not work if you do not have PCI slot
in your desktop. You need to understand that most new motherboards are now coming with PCI
Express slots and may not have the older PCI slot. Please take this into account before you order this
product. The product works well even though the print size of the user manual is very small
characters hence, I have to use a magnifying glass to read the user manual important reference to
error codes as displayed by this MOBO Diagnostic Card I understand that there is also a USB
version of a similar kind of product and hope that this will be soon available on Amazon hopefully by
the same seller as I am satisfied with this product.So I bought this POST Diagnostics card to find the
problem. I received old stock item thats why 3 star else 4 PROs Cheap bought it for Rs. 359. Easy to
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use just insert the card in PCI
slot.http://acwf-hrtc.com/userfiles/comfort-zone-programmable-thermostat-manual.xml

Voltage checking feature this tells either SMPS is bad or the power connection is bad CONs Manual
is not good. Just Google search the post code to get better answers. Before buying make sure your
motherboard has PCI slot. Read first 5 pages of the manual before using google search will also do.
This device may help you save lot of time and repair cost.It saves lot of time and labour in diagnosis
at such low cost, hence excellent.Package not good because it have pins backside they rap with
white sheet its easy to damage so provide it in plastic boxIt comes with a user manual.Just one
indicator not working. I confused which one. But I dont bother anyone for it.Good product. Love it.
Please try again.Error code table offered makes you know the error details easilySupports 80H, 84H
300H port and compatible with all mainstream motherboardsJumper cable available for speakers.In
order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Please try your search again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.If
you are a seller for this product, would you like to suggest updates through seller support Amazon
calculates a products star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average.
The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
verified purchasers and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. PCI PC Diagnostic 2Digit
Card Motherboard Post Tester Analyzer Checker Laptop PCI Diagnostic LCD Analyzer Tester Test
debug Post Card for PC Laptop. Buy Pc Diagnostic Card at Low Prices on Aliexpress.com now.
Laptop Notebook PC Motherboard Analyzer Diagnostic Debug POST tester Card PCI PC Computer
Analyzer Tester Diagnostic Card English Manual 4GB files in CD no need. Especially when the PC
cant boot operating system, or it is a black screen, or the card and motherboard couldnt issue an
audible beep. It is a powerful diagnostic tool.

Now just use it, and youll get twice the result with half the effort. When the power is turned on, the
BIOS first would have a strict test with system circuit.At last when all is normal, it boots the
operating system.The obvious feature of testing crucial components is demarcated by curses
appearing.At first, the BIOS tests the crucial components.If the testing is abnormal, the computer
stopped compulsively; The curse cannot appear in the screen; There is no response to the screen; If
the test of crucial components is normal, the BIOS tests common components afterwards. If the
testing of common components is abnormal,the computer continues to run and of error. When there
is some trouble with the computer and the testing is abnormal, especially the testing crucial
component, no displaying in the screen, the black screen, you can put the Post card in the expansive
slot.You will know the cause of the trouble by the code that the card indicates and the error codes
table of this manual. The sequence in which the code displays is decided by BIOS of the
motherboard. Award Phoenix , the code is meaning differently. So you must make sure which type of
BIOS you are testing by viewing the users guide Seeing symbol on the BIOS IC of the motherboard
or seeing the screen directly while the computer booting. At present, it has be discovered that all
codes is displayed when you insert the card into the PCI slot of several brands of computers which
not all codes is displayed when you plug the card in the ISA slot. So we suggest that you need plug
the card from one slot to another slot when consulting the code is unsuccessful.In addition, the
different slot on the certain motherboard in the different states.We suggest you buy and use the
fourbit code card of P0050. If the man board hasnt run, the LED is off. The LED should be on, As
long as the Power is on after you plug the card in the ISA slot on the main board.
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Or else the crystal oscillation circuit is broken, and there is no OSC signal. The LED should sparkles
as soon as the FRAME signal is coming. Or else there is no FRAME signal. Lights is off all the time.
If it is on all the time, please check whether the resetting pin connects to the accelerating switch or
makes up a short circuit or there is some trouble with the resetting circuit. Or else there is no
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voltage of 12V or there is short circuit. When insert it in alternative of USB or power plug of host
computer, that it is on indicate power of computer on. If the LED changes color, It indicates that The
L50 is inserted in parallel port LPT with power. Or else there is no voltage of5V or there is short
circuit. There is own 5V of ISA slot. The LED should be on, As long as the Power is on after you plug
PC Analyzer in the PCI slot or MiniPCI slot, but sometimes the LED may be off by the reason that
there is no voltage of 3V3 of a few PCI slot or there is open circuit. The one is made up of the
thousands digit and the hundreds digit; The other is made up of the tens digit and units digit. The
thousands digit and the hundreds digit show the POST code. The difinition of the code that is made
up of the tens digit and units digit is different as operation is different. While the PC Analyzer is
testing the mainboard, The tens digit and the units digit show the POST code that is previous to the
POST code of thousands digit and the hundreds digit; While You use the function switchto thumb
through the POST codes, The tens digit and the units digit show ordinal number of the POST code
that is make up ofthousands digit and the hundreds. The PC Analyzer M04A can memorize 48 POST
codes. The ordinal number is from 00 to 47. It will return round. It is good for entering test. The
value is more big,the speed of bus is more high. Because of the POST content has be enhanced a lot.

https://jdlgroup.ca/images/canon-mp210-manual-pdf-download.pdf

After it displayed for half a second, the POST code will be displayed, and the thousands digit and the
hundreds digit indicate the hexadecimal POST code;the tens digit and units digit indicate ordinal
number of the POST code that the thousands digit and the hundreds digit diplayed. After it displayed
for half a second, the POST code will be displayed, and the thousands digit and the hundreds digit
indicate the hexadecimal POST code;the tens digit and units digit indicate ordinal number of the
POST code that the thousands digit and the hundreds digit diplayed. It will display reference value
of the speed of MiniPCI bus. This will can help you suffer no losses when you buy the laptop or you
sell the laptop whose speed of bus is high at good price. Insert the PC Analyzer in the MiniPCI slot
on the laptop. The value is more big,the speed of bus is more high. The fourbit code could be divided
to two twobit codes. The one is made up of the thousands digit and the hundreds digit; The other is
made up of the tens digit and units digit. While the PC Analyzer is testing the mainboard, The tens
digit and the units digit show the POST code that is previous to the POST code of thousands digit
and the hundreds digit; While You use the function switch to thumb through the POST codes, The
tens digit and the units digit show count number of the POST codes that is make up of thousands
digit and the hundreds. PI0050A PC Analyzer can memorize 48 POST codes. The count number is
from 00 to 47. It will return round. It is good for entering test. The value is more big,the speed of
bus is more high. Because of the POST content has be enhanced a lot.After it displayed for half a
second, the POST code will be displayed, and the thousands digit and the hundreds digit indicate the
hexadecimal POST code;the tens digit and units digit indicate ordinal number of the POST code that
the thousands digit and the hundreds digit diplayed.
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After it displayed for half a second, the POST code will be displayed, and the thousands digit and the
hundreds digit indicate the hexadecimal POST code;the tens digit and units digit indicate ordinal
number of the POST code that the thousands digit and the hundreds digit diplayed. Insert the PC
Analyzer in the slot on the mainboard. The value is larger, the speed of bus is more high. If BIOS
LED sparkles, It indicates the time for which BIOS has been being read is short. Sometimes there
are so short time that you cannot feel the BIOS LED have been on by naked eyes. If sometimes BIOS
has not been being read for a short time, the time is so short that you cannot feel the BIOS LED have
been off by naked eyes.If FRAME LED sparkles, It indicates that duration of cycle frame signal is
short. Sometimes there is so short duration of cycle frame signal that you cannot feel the FRAME
LED have been on by naked eyes.The fourbit code could be divided to two twobit codes. While the
PC Analyzer is testing the mainboard, The tens digit and the units digit show the POST code that is
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previous to the POST code of thousands digit and the hundreds digit; While You use the function
switch to thumb through the POST codes, The tens digit and the units digit show count number of
the POST codes that is make up of thousands digit and the hundreds. PC Analyzer L50 can memorize
48 POST codes. The count number is from 00 to 47. It will return round. It is good for entering test.
As long as the monitoring value is large than 0500, PC Analyzer is all right. Because of the POST
content has be enhanced a lot.After it displayed for half a second, the POST code will be displayed,
and the thousands digit and the hundreds digit indicate the hexadecimal POST code;the tens digit
and units digit indicate ordinal number of the POST code that the thousands digit and the hundreds
digit diplayed.

After it displayed for half a second, the POST code will be displayed, and the thousands digit and the
hundreds digit indicate the hexadecimal POST code;the tens digit and units digit indicate ordinal
number of the POST code that the thousands digit and the hundreds digit diplayed. Printing Close.
Learn more at privacy policy. This item was recently purchased. If you order it before its sent to the
other buyer, well give you a discount.The Card is named POST Power On Self Test card too. It could
display the error code by the result of POST. Then you would soon determine system, or blank
screen. You can check your computer by our POST and dont have to open motherboard. LED
displays and you can see Error code table in the user manual to check your computer. Specifications.
Item Type Network Repair Tool Kit. Color Red. Suitable typ PHOENIXBIOS4.01 TO 6.0 BOIS PC
AND DESKTOP AMIBIOS6.24 AWARDBIOS4.51 BOIS PC AND DESKTOP IBM T20 T21 T22 T23 A21
A22 A20 DELL640 TOSHIBA 4030 etc. Quantity 1 Set other accessories demo in the picture is not
included Note Package includesYou have 2 weeks to request refund — up to 84 days. Product doesnt
match the description. Contact us within 30 days after you receive it. In case of cancellation, money
will be refunded to your account within 14 days. Similar items 57% Price RUB 581 rub. Computer
PCI POST Card Motherboard LED 4Digit Diagnostic Test PC Analyzer AD 22% Price RUB 3,599 rub.
PCIE Cards PCI Express To SATA 3.0 2Port SATA III 6Gbps Expansion Adapter BoardsYUAN 76%
Price RUB 504 rub. 1pc USB PCI PC Motherboard Diagnostic Analyzer POST Card for Laptop PC AD
43% Price RUB 1,434 rub. STW 5Gbps PCIE To USB 3.0 4Port PCI Express Expansion Card Adapter
for Descktops 69% Price RUB 412 rub. 6Pin PCIE1X To 16X Extender Graphic Riser Card Adapter
Cable for BTC Miner AD 49% Price RUB 798 rub. MINI PCIE To USB2.0 Converter Extender Card
Laptops Motherboard Expansion Adapter Card AD 34% Price RUB 710 rub.

diagonal.org.ar/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626bfbe9d08d3---a-
concise-introduction-to-logic-12th-edition-solutions-manual.pdf

Hard Disk To NVME SSD Adapter Concerter Card for 2013 2014 2015 MAC BOOK 42% Price RUB
418 rub.Nvme Ahci Pcie X4 M.2 Ngff Ssd To Pcie 3.0 X4 Converter Adapter 70% Price RUB 544 rub.
15Pin USB 3.0 PCIE Express 1x To 16x Extender Riser Adapter Mining Card 39% Price RUB 1,165
rub. Aluminium Alloy PCIe NVMe M.2 2280 SSD Heatsinks Laptop Memory Cooling Fin 75% Price
RUB 511 rub. DDR3 Memory Slot Tester Card with LED For Laptop Motherboard Notebook 61%
Price RUB 528 rub. 2 In 1 mSATA To SATA NGFF M.2 To SATA3 Converter Adapter Card SSD Disk
20% Price RUB 5,729 rub. Mini PCIE To Dual USB Adapter mPCIe To 5 Pin 2 Ports USB2.0
Converter Card 72% Price RUB 263 rub. Internal Motherboard 9Pin To 2 Port USB 2.0 A Female
Adapter Converter PCB Board 46% Price RUB 862 rub. PCIE Riser 1X To 16X Graphics Extension
Cable PCIE Extended Mining Line 70% Price RUB 480 rub. PCIE 1X To 16X Extender Graphic Card
Connector Adapter Cable for Mining 43% Price RUB 817 rub. 4Port PCIE To USB 3.0 Hub PCI
Express Expansion Card Adapter 5 Gbps Speed Computer Component 39% Price RUB 1,425 rub.
SSU FU3401 PCIE To 4 Port USB 3.0 PCI Express Expansion Card for Desktop 72% Price RUB 445
rub. 4Digit LCD Display PC Analyzer Diagnostic Card Motherboard Post Tester Show more Best
prices for computer pci post card motherboard led 4digit diagnostic test pc analyzer You can buy
computer pci post card motherboard led 4digit diagnostic test pc analyzer in the Joom online store at
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a good price. The product has a large description, highquality photos, specifications, customer
reviews and accessories. Shop Online Laptop Notebook Motherboard Analyzer Diagnostic DEBUG
POST Card 4 DIGIT With User Manual with best deals at Shopclues.com Cart Value 329Cart Value
329Cart Value 399If you want to report an intellectual property right violation of this product, please
click. We don’t share your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your
information to others. Please try again.Please try again.

In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next
or previous heading. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate out of this carousel
please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to
navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search again later.Standard PCI
and ISA interfaces for easy access to desktop PCS.4 digit display,the first 2 digits indicate the
current error code,and the last 2 digits indicate the previous error code. After power on self test,the
card will quickly display the error code,the provided error code table allows you to easily understand
the error details. Compatible with all mainstream motherboards.Support code search function.
Support motherboard bus speed test. Hexadecimal character display. Support 80H,84H,300H
ports.In the test,press the S1 button for 1 second to start searching,press S1 half a second to start
searching until the end,then press the S1 button again for 1 second to start searching,and then
press S1 Search the previous error code in half a second until the end. When searching downward,
press and hold the S1 button for 1 second to start the bus speed test function. Support self test.
During the bus speed test,press the S1 button for 1 second to start the self test function,then press
S1 to repeat once every half a second,and then press the S1 button for 1 second to return to the
analysis state.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead
of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether
the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please
try again later. BriBones 2.0 out of 5 stars It could display the error code by the result of POST.

Especially when the PC can t boot operating system, or blank screen.Im going to hunt for a better
card. One that also supports PCIe.When I used the device, I was able to tell that the motherboard
was not workingalready knew that, but it was my hope this thing would tell me what the problem
was. I should have thrown it out with the motherboard.One of the systems my husband built was
having problems which usually means the motherboard has to be sent back to the manufacturer for
testing or replacement. He was able to test and diagnose the problem rather quickly, then was able
to repair the problem. He loves how easy it is to use, with a digital display that he can read.Letters
are so small in manual makes it very difficult to read. I regret purchasing it and would not recomend
itIt works as advertised and it is as simple to operate as others have said. I went online and got a
copy of the users manual for this device, which was a really big help. You really need it to
understand all the possible codes.I only used the post card itself and didnt plug the ribbon in with
the other display.It is very useful when your computer is set to silent boot and you are not able to
access the B.I.O.S. of the computer you are having trouble with. If you have an open PCI connector
on your motherboard this will help you diagnose the problem It also comes with a manual that has
some of the most popular B.I.O.S. manufacturer codes listed and what they mean. The added value is
in the extension screen that come with it for those cases where you can not see the numbers on the
board itself.Ensure you watch the notch carefully!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again. Please try again.Error code table offered makes you know the error details easily.
Hexadecimal character display.Dont buy not Optimal Shop store item quality is poor fake.

If you have already bought from other sellers the fakes, please AZ dispute with them, and to report
that AMAZON, get their money back as soon as possible. Counterfeit products jumper break in a
short period of time, there is no warranty!Create a free account Representative 21.9% APR variable.



Credit offered by NewDay Ltd, over 18s only, subject to status. Terms apply.In order to navigate out
of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In
order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to
navigate to the next or previous heading. If you are a seller for this product, would you like to
suggest updates through seller support In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Amazon calculates a product’s star
ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into
account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and
factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Ensure you watch the notch carefully!Sorry, we
failed to record your vote. Please try again It could display the error code by the result of
POST.Especially when the PC can t boot operating system, or blank screen.Im going to hunt for a
better card. One that also supports PCIe.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again When
I used the device, I was able to tell that the motherboard was not workingalready knew that, but it
was my hope this thing would tell me what the problem was. I should have thrown it out with the
motherboard.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again One of the systems my husband
built was having problems which usually means the motherboard has to be sent back to the
manufacturer for testing or replacement.

He loves how easy it is to use, with a digital display that he can read.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Letters are so small in manual makes it very difficult to read. I regret
purchasing it and would not recomend itSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again It
works as advertised and it is as simple to operate as others have said. You really need it to
understand all the possible codes.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I only used
the post card itself and didnt plug the ribbon in with the other display.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again It is very useful when
your computer is set to silent boot and you are not able to access the B.I.O.S. of the computer you
are having trouble with. The added value is in the extension screen that come with it for those cases
where you can not see the numbers on the board itself.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please
try again Thought I was following directions right, but theyre almost impossible to read. Not sure if
the product was wired incorrectly, or if I melted the card since I couldnt understand the directions.
Lucky the computer wasnt hurt. I wouldnt touch this with a 10 foot pole.Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again Truly worthless. After it plugs in and lights up, you are on your own to
interpret. Which means google it. I cant remember if I ended finding the problem with this or just
unconnecting everything and redoing it. Its good to have around but man is the booklet a
dissapointmentSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Otherwise its inexpensive and
works great.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again But near wothless for me.Sorry,
we failed to record your vote. Next, boot the operating system. Now when the computer goes wrong,
especially the fateful error, as there is nothing appears on the screen.

You can insert the card into the expansion slot, refer to the error code table and trouble is clear.
Hexadecimal character display.Came with detailed instructions. Boot into the system from the
computer, the complete system is displayed, easy to test the motherboard the reason why it is not
bright machine. For example, the memory is not plugged in, the CPU is broken, the graphics card is
broken or not plugged in, the chassis RESET key is shorted, etc.Register a free business account
Exclusive access to cleaning, safety, and health supplies. Create a free business account to purchase
Please try your search again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.Boot into the system
from the computer, the complete system is displayed, easy to test the motherboard the reason why it
is not bright machine. For example, the memory is not plugged in, the CPU is broken, the graphics
card is broken or not plugged in, the chassis RESET key is shorted, etc. This Card is called the POST
Power On Self Test card as well. POST Power On Self Test card displays error code quickly when



booting. Error code table offered makes you know the error details easily. Hexadecimal character
display. You can check your computer through our POST and do not have to open the motherboard,
do not have to plug cpu for diagnosis. Supports selfcheck. Professional motherboard repair
diagnostic card, you can diagnose more than 200 common motherboard failure, and according to the
manual gives the appropriate solution. Suitable type PHOENIXBIOS4.01 TO 6.0 BOIS PC AND
DESKTOP AMIBIOS6.24 AWARDBIOS4.51 BOIS PC AND DESKTOP IBM T20 T21 T22 T23 A21 A22
A20 DELL640 TOSHIBA 4030 etc.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings using a machine
learned model instead of a raw data average. The machine learned model takes into account factors
including the age of a review, helpfulness votes by customers and whether the reviews are from
verified purchases. To browse Academia.

edu and the wider internet faster and more securely, please take a few seconds to upgrade your
browser. You can download the paper by clicking the button above. Related Papers KODE BIOS
POST POWER ON SELF TEST By Kampus AK Singkawang PERAKITAN KOMPUTER KLS X
SEMESTER 2 By Meysha Adiva READ PAPER Download pdf. Save on your shipping. Buy items
Shipping charges for You Pay 1 5 1 Rs. 499 6 10 2 Rs. 998 11 15 3 Rs. 1497 16 20 4 Rs. 1996 What
information is incorrect. We request you to browse other products Used just a couple of times.
Approx 2 hrs of usage time.It has 101 cook menu with combi tech. Process smoothes surface
scratches to renew the discs protective layer, leaving disc data unaffected. Patented FlexiWheel
repairs up to 25 discs and works gently enough to safely repair the same disc multiple times.
Includes SkipDr Rejuvenating Fluid, blue drying cloth, and felt buffing square Packed inside the
handle of the unit. Restore your scratched DVDs, CDs and games to their former glory with the
Digital Innovations SkipDR DVD and CD Manual Disc Repair System. This kit includes everything
you need to repair your media discs, from a special buffing cloth to the SkipDr disc solution, which
will repair and smooth surfaces, allowing you to once again enjoy your favorite movies and music.
The motorized repair process renews the protective layer on the surface of the disc, ensuring that
the data is unaffected, but able to play smoothly once again. This solution can be used on the same
disc multiple times without affecting the data, and the patented FlexiWheel can repaire up to 25
discs. Features at a glance. Fourtrack simultaneous recording. Onboard MS decoding. Builtin
reference speaker for fast monitoring. Large 1.9 inch backlit LCD display. Records directly to SD
and SDHC cards up to 32GB. Autorecord and Prerecord features. Internal mixdown fourtrack to
stereo and stereo to dual mono. Up to 99 marks per recording.
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